LINEAGE
OF
COMBAT LOGISTICS REGIMENT 15

2003 – 2013

ACTIVATED DURING JANUARY 2003 AT CAMP PENDLETON, CALIFORNIA, AS COMBAT SERVICE SUPPORT GROUP 15 AND ASSIGNED TO 1ST FORCE SERVICE SUPPORT GROUP

DEPLOYED DURING JANUARY 2003 TO KUWAIT IN SUPPORT OF OPERATION ENDURING FREEDOM


REDESIGNATED DURING MARCH 2006 AS COMBAT LOGISTICS REGIMENT 15 AND REASSIGNED TO 1ST MARINE LOGISTICS GROUP

PARTICIPATED IN OPERATION ENDURING FREEDOM, AFGHANISTAN, JANUARY 2012 – FEBRUARY 2013

25 FEBRUARY 2014

DATE

COMMANDANT OF THE MARINE CORPS
HONORS
AWARDED

COMBAT LOGISTICS REGIMENT 15

PRESIDENTIAL UNIT CITATION STREAMER

IRAQ
2003

NAVY UNIT COMMENDATION STREAMER WITH ONE BRONZE STAR

IRAQ
2004 – 2005
2006 – 2007

NATIONAL DEFENSE SERVICE STREAMER

AFGHANISTAN CAMPAIGN STREAMER WITH ONE BRONZE STAR

IRAQ CAMPAIGN STREAMER WITH FOUR BRONZE STARS

GLOBAL WAR ON TERRORISM EXPEDITIONARY STREAMER

GLOBAL WAR ON TERRORISM SERVICE STREAMER

25 FEBRUARY 2014

DATE

COMMANDANT OF THE MARINE CORPS